Olson, Krahn, Larson and Femrite Win June Mixer at Benson

David Sime, host superintendent at Benson Golf Club in Benson, welcomed MGCSA members to the club for the Association's June 7 meeting. Dave had the course in fine condition along with 90 degrees and blue skies.

Craig Paskvan, Paskvan Consulting, talked to superintendents about managing soils and reading a soil analysis report.

The team of John Olson, Cushman Motor Company; Willis Krahn, Mountain Lake Golf Development; Bruce Larson, Benson Golf Club; and Cary Femrite, Turf Partners, won the mixer with a 23-under par score of 121.

Jeff Nourie, MTI Distributing Company; Terry Negen, Benson Golf Club; Brian Peterson, Southbrook Golf & Country Club; and Tim Berquam, Bergerson Caswell, finished second at 124.

There were two field events held during the golf outing. Angie Fremling won the long drive competition and Lindy Maanum won closest-to-the-pin. Both players are from Benson Golf Club. Lindy was medalist for the day with a 71. Bill McDonald, E-Z-GO, fired a 75.

Tom Wodash, Eagle Creek Golf Club, made two eagles during his round. Tom sank a 35-foot putt on the par 5 seventh hole and chipped in on 16, another par 5.

Our next meeting is the Scholarship Scramble at Izaty's Golf & Yacht Club on July 12.
John Deere

180 Walk-behind Greens Mower

Built as tight as its cutting width.
- A powerful, 4.0-hp engine powers the 180 while isolation mounts and lateral bracing help reduce vibration.
- External differential drive on the 1870 splits power to both traction rolls — for exceptionally straight tracking and easy turning.
- The standard John Deere-manufactured 11-bladed reel on the 180 helps deliver an exceptional quality-of-cut.
- Operator-presence safety bail fits smoothly against the handlebar.
- Dual aluminum traction rolls on the 180 are smooth to provide a more consistent surface. They combine to cover the entire length of the bedknife.
- Both the 180's machine-grooved and machine-smooth front rollers are cut from solid bar stock to deliver more strength and better mowing performance.
- Grass catcher designed to maximize clipping retention, stays securely in place and is easy to remove and install.

Polfus Golf & Turf
12040 Point Douglas Drive S.
Hastings, MN 55033
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CRAIG PASKVAN gave an informative talk at the Benson Meeting.

ANGIE FREMLING won the long drive competition at the June Mixer in Benson.
The runner-up team at the Benson mixer was, from left to right, Brian Peterson, Terry Negen, Tim Berquam and Jeff Nourie.
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Paskvan Consulting
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"Where Success is Never an Accident"

Specialists in Soil & Plant Nutrition
Tailored to Golf Courses and Sports Turf

We provide the following services:
• Complete inventory of the soils on the course or job site
• Sampling, Analysis, Delivery and Interpretation of the results to save you money
• Recommend corrective fertilizer materials to save you money
• Physical analysis on sand-soil-peat to determine proper mixing for greens and topdressing
• Irrigation quality analysis
• First lab in the country A2LA accredited under the new USGA guidelines for new greens construction
• Fast turn around time, yet quality is never compromised

The runner-up team at the Benson mixer was, from left to right, Brian Peterson, Terry Negen, Tim Berquam and Jeff Nourie.

Host superintendent at Benson was Dave Sime, left, with his assistant Terry Negen.
The MGCSA enjoyed snacks after golf in Benson GC's clubhouse.

Not every hole has to have a WATER HAZARD!

Call for a FREE catalog!

Prinsco PE pipe will keep your greens and fairways dry... and always ready to play.

PRINSOC
Manufacturers of GOLDFLO Dual-Wall and GOLDLINE Corrugated Polyethylene Pipe
800-992-1725

HERFORT-NORBY
GOLF COURSE
ARCHITECTURE

(612) 942-0266 (612) 944-5888